
 
Young Horse Performance Series 3rd Leg, 14 July Pretoria Equestrian Centre -_Sponsored by Courtney House 
 
As South Africa was experiencing one of the coldest winter week-ends, the 3rd Leg of the Young Horse Performance 
Series was held at Pretoria Equestrian Centre. This venue has a grass arena, and one of the competitors mentioned 
that this was the first time his horse had ever jumped on grass! With all the newer arenas being either Klopf or sand, 
we forget how many grass arenas there used to be. Fanie vd Merwe designed the courses, and his ability to bring 
out the best from horse and rider, as well as increasing the degrees of difficulty required was once again evident. 
The jump-off’s become fast and competitive as the series commences with the trophies and prizes becoming sought 
after. 
Potential Showjumper judges Sandra Dewar, Eugene Almeida and Dave Hayman braved the cold windy weather to 
bring their expertise to this show. They had a difficult task as there are so many super talented horses in the series. 
The horses from all three age categories mature and improve with each leg, making judging more challenging. 
Sandra Dewar has produced and bred a number of top jumpers as well as being a well known and loved instructor of 
numerous young riders. Eugene also competes successfully; he has recently had a ‘sabbatical’ of about 18 months 
but is back with a vengeance! The same goes for Dave Hayman, who has also recently returned to the competitive 
arena. Both Dave and Eugene source and match top horses for their clients and many of our jumpers have been sold 
through their hands.  
Courtney House, the International School very generously sponsored this leg through proprieter Jo Roux. Courtney 
House has three campuses, located in Main Street, Waterkloof, Pretoria, South Africa; and they provide a safe 
environment aimed towards optimal learning. They are an independent English medium school, exposing children to 
a curriculum that is locally relevant and accredited by the University of Cambridge; one of the premier universities in 
the world. They are determined to provide a framework for the highest possible achievement for all children, as well 
as developing emotional intelligence. The school was established in 1995, and is an independent school registered 
with the Gauteng Department of Education and is an accredited Cambridge International Examinations Centre. The 
series is proud to be associated with Courtney House International School as our goals are similar - the exposure, 
production  and recognition of excellence.  
The 5 Year Old jumping category was really exciting with the first three prize winners all within seven hundredths of 
a second of each other! The eventual winner was the SAW stallion Equifox Liaison [By Lindenberg (Old) ex Argonaute (SF) 

mare] owned,bred and ridden by Gail Foxcroft of Glenfox Stud. A mere 0.03 seconds behind was the SAW gelding 
Reflection [by Rex Grannus Z ex Lindenberg (Old) mare] owned by Marna Du Toit and ridden by breeder Sue van der 
Merwe. Right on her heels came the SAW mare Fleur de Lys Bella Rouge [ by Beau Veneur (SF) ex Royal Flo xx mare] owned 
by Marietjie Venter, bred by the Fleur de Lys Stud and masterfully ridden  by James White. An audible sigh of relief 
was heard from the ‘old girls’ as they just managed to pip James to the post! Fourth place went to SAW Princeton 
[by Peter Pan(SAW) ex Rex Grannus Z mare] bred by the Davenport Stud and owned and ridden by Louise Kroon. Swazi-
Lizkhar Land of Lagos [ by Lagos(SAW)  ex Land Earl (Holst) mare] owned and ridden by Carolyn Coetzee , was fifth. 
At this stage of the series Fleur de Lys Bella Rouge holds a commanding lead (by a margin of seven seconds) over 
Princeton, those two horses having the only full scores thus far. The competition is still wide open, as the rules allow 
each horse a discard score and  so many more horses will be ‘’in the frame’’ come the final. 
The well known Oldenburg stallion Lindenberg, imported from Germany by Arnfrid and Doris Grannersburger who 
was so successful in his jumping career in South Africa in the early 2000’s with Gail Foxcroft  is the sire of the winner 
in this age group and the grandsire on the dam side of both second and fifth placed horses. 
 
The 5 year old Potential Showjumper division was again won by SAW stallion Equifox Liaison who has improved 
hugely over the series thus far. Second place went to SAW gelding  Alabaster Glory [By Morning Glory (SAW)   ex Sapieha 



xx  mare] bred by the Homestead Stud and ridden by Bruce Dewar for the owner Samantha Selesnick. The very 
impressive Swazi-Lizkhar Land of Lagos [ by Lagos(SAW)  ex Land Earl (Holst) mare] owned and ridden by Carolyn Coetzee  
was third with NAMWB Locarno Cruise Control [By  Caprivi (Nam WB) ex Consuelo (Holst) mare] bred by Claus Kock of the 
Locarno Stud in Namibia and ridden by  Louise Kroon in fourth. Fifth place went to SAW Realistic [By Rex Grannus Z  ex 

Optimum vd Wellington (BWP) mare] bred by PEC Stud and ridden by Sue van der Merwe. 
The top three horses in this category in the series so far are separated by seven points and are Locarno Cruise 
Control , Swazi-Lizkhar Land of Lagos and Alabaster Glory respectively. 
 
The 6 Year Old Jumping Category was won by the imported AEA Indigo [By Indoctro (Holst) ex Jus de Pomme (BWP) mare] 
owned by Sarah Jane Wagg and ridden by Bruce Dewar by 1.5 seconds from the Roland van der Keere bred SAW 
Tannenhof In Step [By Larry De La Bryere (Hann) ex Noble Ambition xx mare] ridden and produced by Jason Phillips. Swazi-
Lizkhar Lord of Lagos [By Lagos (SAW) ex Winterstar (Hann) mare] bred by Kate and Liz Reilly from Swaziland, and owned 
and ridden by Alida Bonnet  came in third, closely followed by the sponsor’s horse  SAW Cavalier [By Capital Capriccio 

(Holst) ex Thunder Cat xx mare] owned by Megan Roux and ridden by Sue van der Merwe with SAW Rafique [by Rex 

Grannus Z ex Wing South xx mare] bred by the PEC Stud and ridden by Louise Kroon in fifth. 
In the series thus far, Cavalier takes the lead from Tannenhof In Step and SAW Beau Whimsical [By Beau Veneur (SF) ex 

Pik Solo (Hann) mare ] owned, ridden and bred by Melise Etheridge. 
  
The  6 year old Potential Showjumper division was won by Tannenhof In Step by a mere 0.5 of a point from AEA 
Indigo and the same margin separated third place prize winner -  the very handsome imported Oldenburg ’coloured’ 
horse Special Effects [by Sempatico M (Old)  ex Art Deco (KWPN) mare] owned by the Berries of London Lane Stud and 
stylishly ridden by Ian van Schalkwyk. Special effects is another six year old who has shown a dramatic improvement 
since the start of the 2012 series. Fourth place went to NAMWB Seeis Arvad [By  Connoisseur NH (NAMWB)  ex Drosselklang 

(Hann)  mare] owned and ridden by Kirsty Rault and bred in Namibia by Wolfgang Spaeth of the Seeis Stud, closely 
followed by SAW Cavalier  in fifth  with  sixth place awarded to Swazi-Lizkhar Lord of Lagos. 
NAMWB Seeis Arvad has a commanding lead of 11.5 points in this division at this stage of the series, but it is not all 
cut and dried yet! The there is one more leg before the final , and with a discard score allowed and the final 
counting 1.5 times, anything can happen! SAW Cavalier,  Tannenhof In Step, and Special Effects are the next in line 
at this stage. All the above riders have taken part in the series for a number of years, and they are keen to become 
the victors, so there should be some tough competition to follow! 
 
The 7 Year Old Jumping Category was  dominated by Sue van der Merwe who won with SAW Red [By Rex Grannus Z ex 

Wing South xx Mare]  and was second on SAW mare Razi  [By Rex Grannus Z ex Wing South xx Mare]. Both  these horses were 
bred and ridden by Sue. Third place went to SAW Cielo La Lucia [By Land Earl (Holst) ex Anono xx Mare] bred by Mindy 
Hunt of the Cielo Stud and sympathetically ridden by Lauren Pretorius. Lauren missed the first leg of the series for 
her wedding and so will use that as her discard score. Fourth place went to the Davenport Stud’s SAW Radar [by Rex 

Grannus Z ex Wunderbar(SAW) mare] ridden by Louise Kroon with the striking imported Holstein stallion Airborn [By 

Caretino (Hols) ex Mytens xx mare] owned by the London Lane Stud and ridden  by Ian van Schalkwyk in fifth. 
Currently leading this division is Red followed closely by Airborn . 
 
The  7 Year Old Potential Showjumper division was won this time by SAW Red with Holstein stallion Airborn 
breathing down his neck and last year’s YHPS 6 YEAR OLD Champion SAW Capital Crusader [By Capriccio (Holst) ex 

Argentinus (Hann) Mare] owned and ridden by Lauren Pretorius in third. Fourth place went to SAW mare Razi  [By Rex 

Grannus Z ex Wing South xx Mare]  bred and ridden by Sue van der Merwe and fifth to  Cielo La Lucia. 
The current leaders in this Potential Showjumper division are a reversal from the show jumping standings, with 
Airborn the leader and Red the runner up. 
 
The HQ sponsored section of the Young Horse Performance Series is shaping up into a real battle. All the leaders in 
each age group for the series are all South African Bred, so they will win double titles! It is fantastic to see so many 
South African bred horses in the series – this was it’s original purpose -  to promote the sale of locally bred horses 
and promote our breeders. 



 
The fourth leg of the series will be on Saturday 25th August  at Penny Place and the schedule is posted on both the 
GHS and YHPS websites. Penny Place is another proud association for the series as Anneli and Trevor have been 
wonderful supporters, with Anneli winning a number of trophies on her Open horses when they qualified as 
youngsters. Once again proof that the worthy winners all continue successfully the jumping arenas.  
Please visit our website for all the latest news and results of the series. www.yhps.co.za 

We have a number of new Potential Showjumper judges lined up for the Final at Glenfox in September. Gonda 
Betrix, Dominey Alexander and Johan Lotter will all share their expertise with us and make all the fabulous prizes 
worth jumping for! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.yhps.co.za/

